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Who A�ends

Carbonate oil and gas reservoirs in
Russia are present at all stages of ﬁeld
development. Mature ﬁelds in
Volga-Urals and Timan-Pechora basins,
green ﬁelds in Eastern Siberia and the
Northern seas are noted for complex
structure of pore system and variety of
ﬂuid types.

› Geologists and
Geoscien�sts
› Research and
Development Scien�sts
› Reservoir, Drilling and
Comple�on Engineers
› Well Tes�ng Engineers
and more

This year we hold the ﬁ�h workshop on carbonates and we plan to discuss full
cycle of E&P of carbonate ﬁelds. We will pay special a�en�on to tendencies of
the last three years:

Present your paper
Submit your your topic before
31 January 2020.
Send your abstract proposals
to Antonina Kozmina at:
akozmina@spe.org.

• Companies “eas�ng”: Big carbonates projects are brought into produc�on
in East Siberian petroleum province, o�en associated with unique geology.
• Large-scale implementa�on of proppant and acid proppant fracturing for
carbonates.
• Development of EOR for carbonates.
• Digital core and core tomography for produc�on s�mula�on eﬃciency
analysis.
• Development of local simulator for bo�omhole treatment design

Not an SPE member?
Join SPE today and receive discounted registra�on rates for most SPE
events.

• Improved technologies for produc�on s�mula�on (foam system and hybrid
fracturing)

www.spe.org/joinspe
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Who we are
SPE is the largest individual member organiza�on serving managers, engineers, scien�sts and other
professionals worldwide in the upstream segment of the oil and gas industry.
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One of the most difficult aspects of planning a field development is to
quantify and establish the volumetrics associated with production levels
during the life of a carbonate oil and/or gas field. The planning strategies
followed when analysing the production must face the high level of
uncertainty that the presence of fractures and other characteristics present
for carbonate reservoirs. A need for mitigating strategies is apparent and
the session will present some strategies to reduce the uncertainty levels
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Development options and strategies for carbonate reservoirs
Pressure prediction techniques
Pressure support and monitoring
Water conformance techniques
Managing uncertainties: next generation modelling and simulation tools
Well and reservoir management in carbonate intervals
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• Commercialism
Nanotechnology applied to carbonates
• Analogs digitalisation
Commercialism in posters or presentations will not be permitted.
• Visualisation of fracture corridors
Companies’ logos must be placed only at the title presentation
• Remote oilfield management
slide.
• In-well and while drilling tools for characterisation
• Computer capacity improvements for oil fields studies applications
• Satellite and remote sensing for analogs carbonate studies
• Multi-teams remote cooperation
SPE is non-for-profit association and sponsorship support
• Wide/full azimuth seismic approaches
SPE to keep the attendance price within reach of
• allows
Micro-seismic

Sponsorship Opportunities

operations-level individuals, those who benefit most from
these technical workshops. While SPE prohibits any type of
Closing Address and Thank You
commercialism within the conference hall itself, the
1430–1530
society recognizes that sponsoring companies offer
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valuable information to attendees outside the technical
sessions.
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Sponsorship Benefits

46,800 RUB
50,400 RUB

1930–2130

Contact
Informa�on
Workshop
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(T BC )
All registra�on ques�ons and queries please
address to Ulyana Dmitrieva at
udmitrieva@spe.org.
T.: +7(495)268-04-54.
Learn more at go.spe.org/20ams1-en

In addition to onsite recognition; SPE will recognise sponsors on
the SPE website and in all printed material for the workshop.
Based on the sponsorship selected, sponsoring companies also
receive logo visibility on promotional workshop items.

Sponsorship Packages
• Genearal Sponsor
• Socially Responsible Sponsor
• Simultaneous Translation Sponsor
• Coffee-Breaks Sponsor
• Workshop Lunches Sponsor
• Reception Sponsor

Deatiled Information
For more information regarding sponsorship support please
contact Antonina Kozmina akozmina@spe.org.

